Prepare for emerging workloads with Dell EMC Upgrades.

Most organizations are just beginning their digital transformation journeys to harness the potential of artificial intelligence. Upgrading existing Dell EMC servers is a cost-effective method to explore, test and build organizational capabilities in next generation intelligence for future competitive advantage.

Accelerate AI with Dell EMC Upgrades

Dell EMC Upgrades offers a full portfolio of CPUs, GPUs and FPGAs—the critical building blocks to accelerate AI—and are shipped as customer kits with all of the Dell-specific hardware you need.

Adding AI accelerators to your existing Dell EMC servers will enable you to begin building initial training and inference capabilities today and to understand your requirements for new infrastructure as you scale.
Artificial intelligence is no longer out of reach. By 2025, 90% of new enterprise applications will embed AI.* Dell EMC Upgrades allow your organization to build training and inference capabilities for a variety of applications and use cases:

Healthcare  Security  Marketing and Personalization  Fraud Detection  Automation  Customer Service  Forecasting

NEED POWER?
AI accelerators increase power usage of the server. Purchase the power supply upgrades and solutions required to power data-intensive workloads through Dell Technologies.

JUMPSTART YOUR AI JOURNEY
Leverage Dell Technologies partner pre-built AI databases for a quick start-up of your AI journey, included in the cost of GPU upgrades.

Ask your Dell Technologies sales expert about Dell EMC AI accelerators to begin your AI journey. Find compatible Dell EMC Upgrades online using your service tag at www.dell.com/partsfinder.

*IDC, October 2019
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